
Version No:

4.8 - August 2014

Primo 4.8 Highlighted enhancements: (See the Primo Version 4.x 
Highlights document for more information)

1. To make the search interface more intuitive, an option to clear the search box 
before defining a new search has been added. When the user starts entering a query, 
an X icon appears on right side of the search box. By clicking the icon, the user clears 
the text and can start afresh. The icon was added to the following boxes: simple 
search, browse, and A-Z searches.

In addition, a Clear button has been added to the Advanced Search tile. By clicking 
this button, the user clears all input fields and resets all search options to their 
default settings. 

2. In response to user requests to show more than ten results without moving to the 
next page, libraries can now determine the number of results that will be displayed 
on a page. In the Primo Back Office, the library can choose the number of results 
from the options 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50, in the Views Wizard screen. 

As in previous releases, end users can override the number of displayed results by 
changing the "number of results per page" parameter in My Account > Personal 
Settings. During the upgrade process, the personal number of results per page 
parameter will be set to the new default number if the parameter has not been 
changed by the user. 

Note that the new field does not affect the Alma A-Z list, which is not configurable 
 and displays up to 30 results per page. 1



3. To allow differential access to restricted collections in Primo Central, EBSCO 
databases, and Deep Link resources, libraries can define user groups that are not 
permitted to search these collections when they are not on campus (even when they 
are signed in).

4. Browsing capabilities in Primo have been enhanced. Users can now choose to 
browse the library collection by NLM classification call number if the library decides to 
add this option.

5. To better address their users’ location preferences, libraries using Aleph and 
Voyager can set location priority. Primo will take the priority into account when it 
displays a list of items sorted by location under the locations tab. This feature is 
supported for customers running Aleph v.22 and up and Voyager version 9 and up.

6. Members of Scholars Portal in Canada can now configure Primo to export to 
RefWorks Canada. Once configured, end users choosing to export a record or a group 
of records to RefWorks (through the "Action" menu in Primo) will be linked to 
RefWorks Canada.

The PushTo Adaptors configuration mapping table has been added to define the 
RefWorks URL.

7. To allow more granularity of material types in Primo Central, the Patent resource 
type has been added. In addition, Patent resource type has been added to the 
various code and mapping tables that are related to the resource type in your local 
Primo configuration.

8. The library has more flexibility to customize the "My Account" page, using CSS to 
hide columns in the Loans, Requests, and Fines & Fees sections.
A new CSS class was added for the Requests list. In addition, a new class was added 
for each column, based on its field name/type.

9. Libraries have even more control over the Primo UI with a new capability to hide 
any options in the "Actions" menu (except for the "Add to e-Shelf” option).  The 
library can hide the “Action” options by modifying the CSS. 

10. To enhance the efficiency of administrators, the Mapping Table section of the 
Primo Back Office now displays the following code tables in View Only mode: 
• Alma Institution Codes
• ILS Institution Codes
• ILS Library Codes
• MetaLib Institution Codes

 
General Documentation for Version:
Located in the Version 4.x folder in the Ex Libris Documentation Center. 2



Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number

13237 On occasion, the "Open this item in a new window" link on the 
Details tab was missing a Primo record ID, causing the link to fail. 
This has been fixed.

Front End - Look and feel 16384-222190
13028
42706
49782
78024
40380

15426 The DB/FS/CPU status in the Primo Dashboard now displays for all 
users that access the Back Office.

BO monitoring - Dashboard 16384-400751,
16384-400164, 
16384-447081, 
16384-404509, 
16384-421043
4123
18429
24253
27291
28613
28968
44754
68018
47668

16589 In some cases after editing a pipe from the Job report page, the 
pipe owner changed to the OTB level. This has been fixed in Primo 
4.3. The upgrade to 4.8 restores the original owner (based on the 
linked data source) in all sites in which this had occurred.

Publishing Platform - General 16384-35554, 
16384-382033, 
22674
45862

17111 Clicking the "display N Versions" link to view all records within a 
FRBR group did not work from the e-Shelf. This has been fixed.

Front End - e-Shelf, Search 
Engine - frbr

16384-382181,
16384-405639,
16384-420649
24108
25627
57928
46998

17406 There was a problem defining synonyms for hyphenated words. It is 
now possible to map a single word to a hyphenated word. For 
example: 
fireman = fire-fighter 

Note: At this time, it is not possible to map a hyphenated word to 
other words.

Search Engine-Linguistic 
features (DYM, Synonyms) 16384-351531

8071
10706
21780
36555
46880

17438 The search terms were not highlighted in the 'Is Part Of' field in the 
Details tab. This has been fixed.

Front End - Brief results 16384-411034
8592
50932

4.8 Defect Fixes
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
18346 The import of large Excel files using the Import Mapping Tables 

option failed. This has been fixed.
BO Configuration-Code & 
Mapping Tables

16384-401003, 
16384-456306
10730
15454
28892
74907
50008

18688 The message that displays following a "Renew all" action in My 
Account in fact relates to whether the request could be sent or not - 
not whether all or some items could be renewed. Success or failure 
of individual renewals will display next to the specific row. The 
message English version of the message has been been updated to 
"The renewal request was successfully submitted." The message is 
in the Loans List Labels: default.loans.renew.all_success.

Note: Primo cannot display a message concerning the overall 
success of the renewal itself because with the exception of Voyager 
8.2 and higher, the ILS does not return a status, only a text field per 
item. 

OPAC via Primo-My account 16384-416789, 
16384-436651

18832 This is relevant to the Find Databases functionality, 

Primo added a semicolon as a separator between multiple 
occurrences of the fields in the "Show Info" function even though 
there were no multiple occurrences, causing the links not to work. 
This has been fixed.

Interoperability (ML)-Primo 16384-409715,
16384-422445,
16384-442184
15814
22660
27996
48914
67095
71581
51428

19004 The name "del.icio.us" has been updated to "Delicious" in the labels. Front End-Look and Feel 16384-418455
28590
51957

19622 1. The "Expand my results" check box (which removes the Primo 
Central pre-filter based on full text availability) did not display when 
a new view was deployed. This has been fixed. 
2. Changing the pc availability checkbox of scope in views wizard, 
didn't update the "Search Scope Attributes" MT, so it was not 
affecting the FE after deploy (in display/hide of "Expand my results" 
checkbox). This has been fixed.

Front End - Look and feel 16384-443590
27285
53303
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
19655 In a scenario in which the view was configured to use the IP to 

determine the institution of a non-signed-in user, the links to the link 
resolver in the bX recommendation tab were incorrect because the 
bX token was taken from the institution of the view instead of the 
institution of the user (per the IP). This has been fixed.

Interoperability - bX 16384-392912
24099
58368
67031
53380

19806 When a view was configured to use the 'Standard' layout and users 
clicked an entry in a browse list, a regular search box replaced the 
Browse search box. This has been fixed.

Front End-Browse 16384-445615, 
16384-451341
14155
23990
53478

19987 The sbrowse parameter has been added to allow you to suppress 
the Browse Search link from an embedded Primo Search tile. The 
valid values are true and false. The default value is false, which 
suppresses the Browse Search link.

Front End-Basic Search 16384-448474
46424
54027

20112 In some cases, the end user IP information was not encoded 
correctly and displayed in the browser HTML source code. This has 
been fixed.

Front End 16384-454327
24810
54404

20488 In 2 tier multiple FE topologies that also use the repository for 
indexing, indexing after failover would re-index from scratch, but 
only include the delta of new/updated records. This has been fixed.

37570
48098
59132
62386
64329
64433
76059
80829
82024
84706
89746
90847
91086

20596 From Primo V4.3, the d apostrophe was not being recognized as a 
French stop word. This has been fixed.

To correct this issue in the indexes, it is necessary 
to delete the indexes from the database and then 
re-index (see the "Re-indexing the Database" 
section in the Primo System Administration Guide).

NOTE: You need to re-index only once after the 
update.

Search Engine - Indexing 33566
44914
52025
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
20786 In Primo 4.6, the following parameters were added to the 

SmsProxyConf.xml file for Clickatell. 

*ProviderFrom - Enter the cell phone number assigned to the 
Clickatell account. This parameter is required to allow messages to 
be sent from your USA long code (which is required to send 
messages to the USA). 
*ProviderMo - Enter "1" to allow two-way messaging for Clickatell 
mobile originations. 

These parameters have now been added to the SMS Provider 
Configuration mapping table under the Front End subsystem.

If you added the new parameters to the 
SmsProxyConf.xml configuration, it is 
recommended that you add them (and the Provider 
Code and Provider Password fields) to the SMS 
Provider Configuration mapping table. When SMS 
Provider Configuration mapping table is deployed, 
the definitions in SmsProxyConf.xml file will be 
updated.

Front End - SMS 11967

20860 When facet values contained a period, non-static facets (such as 
Genre and Format) displayed only the text after the period in the 
facet value. This has been fixed. Note that this fix does not require 
re-indexing.

Front End - Facets 24977
48313

21311 This item is relevant to Primo-to-Primo deep searches that are 
blended with Primo local. By default, the system sends both the 
Primo local search scopes and the search scopes defined in the 
thirdnode-config.xml file to the remote Primo search engine. In 
Primo 4.5.1 the include_local_scopes parameter was added with a 
default value of true. If the value was set to false, the search scopes 
defined in thirdnode-config.xml were not being sent. This has been 
fixed.

Front End - Basic Search 40970
40980
60627
69859

21389 This item is relevant to OPAC via Primo > My Account for Alma 
customers. 

Invoking the "Show more" button in the list of historic loans 
displayed the list of active loans. This has been fixed.

Front End - My Account

21392 This item is relevant to the Alma Services Page. 

When users had a session open with a Primo view and then opened 
the Alma Services page, the session in the Primo view was reset. It 
is now possible to have an open Services Page and continue to 
work in the Primo view as long as both belong to the same Primo 
institution.

21401 When there were very many Primo locations, the display of the 
Locations tab was slow and caused time outs. This has been fixed.

Interoperability - RTA 38521
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
21536 Changes made to the Boolean Operator code table in the Front End 

subsystem were not being deployed to the Front End. This has been 
fixed. 

In addition, the new out-of-the-box default for the boolean operators 
in Hebrew were changed to the English term, because there is no 
way to distinguish between the word and the operator (there is no 
case in Hebrew). This change does not affect existing customer 
sites.

Search Engine - Basic Search, 
Search Engine - Language

24050
24150
24184
36535
49218
52413
59729

21570 It is now possible to prevent the unwanted re-direction from the PDS 
sign-in page by defining a list of trusted sites in the following new 
file: 

/p4_X/ng/primo/home/system/search/conf/trusted-sites.txt 

This list should include all Primo Front End host names, one per 
row. If any host names are defined, the system will prevent re-
direction to any other servers and display an error page. 

After a change to the list, the Front End servers must be restarted.

General - security 41104

21662 It is now possible to load multiple locale-specific CSS files (for 
example, the out-of-the-box Primo_Locale.css file and also a local 
CSS file) by separating the CSS files with a semicolon in the 
Description field of the Locale CSS map code table. Note that the 
same format is already used to load multiple CSS files in the CSS 
mapping table. The CSS files are loaded in the order in which they 
are listed in the Description field.

Front End - Look and feel

21711 The Expand beyond library collection option was missing in deep 
links to Primo Central for blended scopes. This has been fixed.

Front End - Brief results, 
Search Engine - Deep search

36526
52355

21850 The SMS messages sent by Primo did not include information about 
the associated record. This has been fixed. The SMS message now 
includes the title and best location of the associated record.

Front End - SMS 11967

21907 Pipes that were defined to harvest files in the *.gz" format failed. 
This has been fixed.

Back office UI - Pipes 
Configuration, Publishing 
Platform - Harvesting

56705
61862
64356
76528
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
21909 Configuring the "Client IP" subsystem in the "General Configuration 

Wizard had no effect when a load balancer was used. As a result, 
API calls received an "Unauthorized access" response." This has 
been fixed. 

Note that any change in these parameters requires a re-start of the 
Back Office and Front End server.

API - X-Services 45337
61941

21929 Pipes harvest files that are based on the "Start harvesting 
files/records from" parameter. Previously, the system updated this 
date after all files had been successfully harvested. Now the date is 
changed only after the pipe completes successfully.

Primo Central - Configuration

21930 This item is relevant to the Locations tab for Voyager Opac Via 
Primo customers. 

When a single record had multiple MFHDs with the same location 
and call number, and items paging was required to display all of the 
associated items, some items did not display in Primo. This 
occurred because Voyager indicates whether there are additional 
records per MFHD, not for the location as a whole. To solve this 
problem, Primo can send two separate requests to Voyager: one for 
the holdings record and another for the items. In this case Voyager 
sends a single list of items for all the MFHDs and paging will work. 
The new requests are not enabled out of the box in Primo because it 
requires you to install a Voyager hotfix first. 

A Voyager HF (either 8.2.1.5 or 9.0.0.1) must be 
installed prior to this configuration change. Once 
Voyager has been updated, do the following: 

1) In the "ILS Adaptors Templates" mapping table 
under the ILS Gateway subsystem, disable the row 
with the 73001 ID and enable the following rows: 
ID's 73001a and 73001b. 
2) Deploy the ILS Adaptors Templates mapping 
table.

18444

21959 Because the system did not start a new file when the maximum file 
size was reached, the publish_server.log file in the Back Office grew 
to a very large size. This has been fixed so that each file will not 
exceed 50 MB. The system creates up to 20 files for a total of 1 GB, 
using the following format: 

publish_server.log.[1-20] 

When 20 files have been created, the files are overwritten.

General - General 29714
58921

21996 See Item #21996. Primo Central - Normalization 
rule configuration
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22002 The following error message (which includes a link to the Sign-in 

page) now displays when off-campus users (who are not signed-in) 
click permalinks that have been created for records that belong to 
restricted Primo Central collections: 

- You must be signed-in or on campus to view this record. <a 
href={0}>Sign in</a> 

The following code has been added to the Error Messages code 
table to allow you to customize and translate the above message: 
- default.search.dlsearch.error.permalink.authorization

22015 See Item #22015. Primo Central - Normalization 
rule configuration

22110 The out-of-the-box blending configuration settings have been 
changed for new Primo installations according to the latest blending 
configuration recommendations. 
This change does not affect existing customers. For more 
information about the latest blending configuration 
recommendations, refer to Salesforce article #000021897 - How 
Does Blending Work?.

BO configuration - Advanced 
Configuration

22131 The Multilingual Thesaurus functionality in the facets was not 
working. Invoking a facet that was linked to a specific language (in 
$$8) resulted in an error. This has been fixed.

BO configuration - Facets 56485
68355

22181 The Remove Duplicates Enrichment plugin allows you to delete 
fields with duplicated values in the same PNX section. For 
configuration information, see the Remove Duplicates Enrichment 
page in the Ex Libris Developer Network: 
https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/primo/integrations/bo/removedu
penrichment

Primo Central - Normalization 
rule configuration

22225 Non-numeric characters caused sort and display problems for the 
CreationDate facet. This has been fixed by ignoring non-numeric 
characters for the CreationDate facet.

API - Deep Search 61533
76705
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22234 If the record returned by EBSCO did not include a field for the 

record type, an error message displayed in the Front End for the 
entire result set. This has been fixed by defaulting the record type to 
'other'.

Front End - Basic Search, 
Front End - Remote search

16067
78661
82511
87824
88288
91025
62430
63468
68304
72356
75247
75784
75897

22263 This item is relevant to OPAC via Primo > My Account for Alma 

Beginning with Primo 4.6, it is possible to display user's expiration 
date and user group in My Account (see Primo 4.6 release notes - 
#21831). This information is fetched from Alma using a dedicated 
service. In Primo 4.6, the service could not be enabled out of the 
box because it required the Alma April 2014 release. The service is 
now enabled out of the box in the ILS Adaptors Templates mapping 
table (ALMA_01_00013).

22271 Groups containing Scopus records show the Times Cited tab on the 
representative record regardless of whether Scopus has been 
activated. 

The complete fix is a two-step process, the first of which is this 
Primo update. The final fix will not go into effect until the second 
phase has been completed at a later date.

Primo Central 54936
61182
64425
72249
78072

22273 Pipes that were run for data sources that had a configured XSL 
transformation failed. This has been resolved by replacing JRE 
Xalan with Saxon as the third-party processor for XML parsing by 
the pipe.

59080
60543
60579
65013

22290 Random records failed the NEP stage of the pipe and returned the 
"Could not parse data" error message. This has been fixed by 
changing the third-party processor Primo uses for XML parsing from 
JRE Xalan to Saxon.

To ensure that all the failed records have been 
normalized run a re-pipe without harvesting (a pipe 
of type No haresting - Update Data Source) - all the 
source records have been saved in the 
P_SOURCE_RECORD table.

61730
62090
62598
64134
65904
75344
76875
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22332 In some cases the "Remove Double Angle Brackets" enrichment 

program returned the "could not parse date" error and failed to 
normalize random records. The errors could have occurred in Primo 
4.5 and Primo 4.6. This has been fixed.

If the data source's pipe uses the "Remove Double 
Angle Brackets" enrichment set (which is included 
in the out-of-the-box enrichment sets for Aleph, 
Alma, DigiTool, and Unicorn) and such errors 
occurred, the data source should be re-normalized 
to ensure that all records are loaded to the 
database. It is possible to use the 'No harvesting - 
Update Data Source' type pipe.

BO configuration - Enrichment, 
BO monitoring - Pipes

63625
64783
70502
76618

22336 This fix is relevant to environments with MFE N+1 topology. 
If the indexer was not properly identified (for example, at the end of 
hotswapping), the master Front End became the indexer and the 
slices were copied to its local repository, causing a failure because 
too much disk space had been used. This has been fixed. If the 
indexer cannot be identified an exception is now thrown to the log. 
Before the next indexing, the system will try to identify the indexer 
again. If it fails, indexing will be stopped and an error will be 
returned.

Front End, Indexing 61849
65568

22342 If the CSS includes an empty link to an image - for example, 
background-image: url(""); - the wro4J would fill in the empty link, 

 which caused an error to display. This has been fixed. 

Front End - Customizable 
Views, Front End - Look and 
feel

55985
62097
67187
70996
71000
71839

22359 The EBSCO availability feature based on the SFX RSI API in Primo 
did not work due to an incorrect date format in the RSI request. This 
has been fixed by removing the month and day information from the 
addata:date PNX field when sending the RSI API request.

Front End - Delivery 
(Availability and Get It), 
Interoperability - SFX

48085
58949
63469
63908
63997
78746
78954
83480

22403 In n+1 topologies, a problem occurred with starting a new Primo 
search engine slice if a previous slice could not be started due to an 
error during start-up. A 'zombie' slice would remain in the system 
and prevent the start of a new slice. This problem has been fixed.

Search Engine - goes down
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22442 Pipes limit the size of uncompressed files that are harvested. This 

limitation is configured with the 
primo.process.MaxUncompressedFileSize parameter under the 
Publishing subsystem on the General Configuration page. 

It is now possible to disable the limitation and accept any file size. 
To disable the limitation, change the 
primo.process.MaxUncompressedFileSize" parameter to '-1' and 
then deploy the System Configuration option on the Deploy All page. 

Note: if you have written local file-splitters that write the entire file to 
memory, the Back Office server may fail due to lack of memory if 
the files are very large.

BO configuration - Advanced 
Configuration Wizard, Primo 
Central, Publishing Platform - 
Harvesting

22488 RTA (Real Time Availability) did not work for Voyager systems 
installed on a Windows-based server. The RTA XML returned by 
Voyager contained a carriage return symbol at the end of each line, 
causing problems in Primo. This has been fixed.

Interoperability - RTA 70415

22492 Searches in blended scopes set up without the local Search Engine 
(for example, PC plus EBSCO or MetaLib) resulted in an error 
message. This has been fixed.

64102
65015
67193
70685
74738
75683
75961
76175
76196
76940
77729
78594
78713
88844

22495 Due to a defect in Primo V4.5.2, the character "ö" was indexed as 
"o" only even though "oe" was defined. This has been fixed. Note 
that there are additional character conversion changes in Primo 4.7. 
See fix #22700 for details.

To correct the way the character has been indexed, 
it is necessary to delete the indexes from the 
database and then re-index (see the "Re-indexing 
the Database" section in the Primo System 
Administration Guide).

NOTE: You need to re-index only once after the 
update.

Front End - Basic Search 68551
71209
75172
78272
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22521 Changes made to the 'Media type' pre-filter options in the Basic 

Search tile in the Views Wizard were saved correctly to the Front 
End but reverted to the default in the Back Office. This has been 
fixed.

BO configuration - Views 
Wizard

83082

22524 The Talis RTA program did not use the Primo sublocation 
(display/availibrary $$1) when it matched the Primo location with the 
Talis location. This has been added. 

As part of this fix, the Talis RTA plugin program for the Talis ILS 
system has been added out of the box to the Plugins mapping table 
in the Plugins subsystem. The code of the plugin is 
'TalisRTAPlugin'. In order to make use of the updated RTA Talis 
plugin, it is necessary to activate the out-of-the-box plugin instead of 
the locally-implemented plugin. Refer to the instructions in the 
implementation notes. 

Note that to support the out-of-the-box implementation of the Talis 
RTA plugin, Talis has been added as one of the systems in the 
Source System code table in the Publishing Source system.

See IN #22524. Interoperability - RTA 52664

22529 Even thought the view was defined to Include only locations that 
belong to the institution of the view, emails sent from the view 
included locations from all institutions. This has been fixed.

Front End - Send to (print, 
save, email)

68659
91526

22536 The item is relevant to OPAC via Primo working with Aleph V22. 

If the request options from Aleph included a Hold or ILL request, the 
Request tab displayed an error message instead of the Request 
form. This has been fixed.

Interoperability - ALEPH 65612
66861
73104

22570 This issue is relevant to the Primo Web Service. 

If an invalid bulkSize or StartIndex parameter was sent, an 
exception was written to the log and a zombie thread was created. 
The system now validates these parameters in order to prevent the 
creation of zombie threads.

Front End - FE crash 72723

22660 This issue is relevant to Korean. From Primo 4.5 there was no 
conversion from Hanja to Hangul. This has been fixed.

To correct this issue in the indexes, it is necessary 
to delete the indexes from the database and then 
re-index (see the "Re-indexing the Database" 
section in the Primo System Administration Guide).

NOTE: You need to re-index only once after the 
update. 

Front End - Basic Search 72246
75404
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22723 The SSO_METHOD_Iframe configuration parameter has been 

added to define the method in which Primo will execute the Single 
Sign On (SSO) call to PDS. The default value for the new parameter 
is true, which is the method used since Primo V4.5. Changing the 
parameter's value to false will change the SSO method to direct 
URL redirection, which is how it worked prior to Primo V4.5. 
It is not recommended to change this parameter unless your SSO 
implementation requires it. 

This parameter has been add to the following pages in the Back 
Office: 
1. Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > General Configuration 
Wizard 
Sub System: Installation - this is an installation level configuration. 
2. Primo Home > Advanced Configuration > All mapping table > 
PDS Configuration. This mapping table can be used to define the 
setting for a specific PDS. 

You will need to use the PDS Configuration option on the Deploy All 
page if you make any changes to this parameter.

67267
63227

22768 When harvested compressed files were corrupted, pipes failed. Now 
pipes will skip the corrupted files and print an error to the log.

Primo Central

22798 When a facet was selected, Primo included the facet value as if the 
value were part of the original quiery to determine the ranking of 
records in the filtered results, causing some previously higher 
ranked records to be ranked much lower in the filtered results. This 
has been fixed.

78594

22800 In some cases the facets count did not match the number of records 
displayed for remote searches (MetaLib). This issue was caused by 
duplicate values in the source record and has been fixed.

Front End - Facets, Front End - 
Remote search
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22807 The Genre and Metadata Format mapping tables under the 

normalization subsystem have been updated to include additional 
resource types. These fields are used in the OpenURL. A script will 
add any values that have not already been defined locally. 

Genre: 
text_resource --> document 
rare_book --> book 
government_document --> document 
review --> article 
newspaper_article --> article 
legal_document --> document 
reference_entry --> article 
dissertation --> dissertation 
conference_proceeding --> proceeding 
book_chapter --> bookitem 
technical_report --> report 
patent --> patent 

Metadata Format: 
review --> journal 
newspaper_article --> journal 
reference_entry --> journal 
dissertation --> dissertation 

In principle, it is necessary to renormalize the data to ensure that all 
records have the updated Genre and Metadata fields, but because 
OpenURLs are valid and work even if these fields are less granular 
or accurate, a renormalization is not required.

22810 See Item #22810. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Aleph danMARC2 Template and you want 
to implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22811 See Item #22811. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the Aleph KORMARC Template and you want 
to implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.

22812 See Item #22812. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Aleph MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.

22813 See Item #22813. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Aleph UNIMARC Template and you want 
to implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.
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Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22814 The following changes were made to the Alma Dublin Core 

normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create Metadata 
Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 'conference_proceeding' and 
the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. This is 
relevant if your local data includes this resource type. See also 
#22807, which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping 
table. 
Description: The following rule was added as the first rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR

If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Alma Dublin Core Template and you want 
to implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.

22815 See Item #22815. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Alma MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.
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Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22816 See Item #228156 If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the DigiTool DC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.

22817 See Item #22817. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the DigiTool MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the Reset button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22818 The following changes were made to the Generic Dublin Core 

normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata 
Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 'conference_proceeding' and 
the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. This is 
relevant if your local data includes this resource type. See also 
#22807, which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping 
table. 
Description: the following rule was added as the first rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR

If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Generic Dublin Core Template and you 
want to implement any of the reported changes in 
your local rules, you have the option of 
"Synchronizing" with the template by invoking the 
Reset button at the bottom of the rules editor page 
for the specific PNX field. Note that if you made any 
changes to the rule, these changes will be 
overridden. If you made changes and do not want 
to override all the rules for the target PNX field, you 
can implement the changes manually by following 
the release notes.
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Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22819 The following changes were made to the Generic danMARC2 

normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata 
Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 'conference_proceeding' and 
the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to book. This is 
relevant if your local data includes this resource type. See also 
#22807, which includes changes to the Metadata Type mapping 
table. 
Description: the following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR

If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Generic danMARC2 Template and you 
want to implement any of the reported changes in 
your local rules, you have the option of 
"Synchronizing" with the template by invoking the 
"Reset" button at the bottom of the rules editor 
page for the specific PNX field. Note that if you 
made any changes to the rule, these changes will 
be overridden. If you made changes and do not 
want to override all the rules for the target PNX 
field, you can implement the changes manually by 
following the release notes.

22820 See Item #22820. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Generic UNIMARC Template and you 
want to implement any of the reported changes in 
your local rules, you have the option of 
"Synchronizing" with the template by invoking the 
"Reset" button at the bottom of the rules editor 
page for the specific PNX field. Note that if you 
made any changes to the rule, these changes will 
be overridden. If you made changes and do not 
want to override all the rules for the target PNX 
field, you can implement the changes manually by 
following the release notes.
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22821 See Item #22821. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the SFX Template and you want to implement 
any of the reported changes in your local rules, you 
have the option of "Synchronizing" with the 
template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules 
for the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

22822 See Item #22822. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Unicorn MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the "Reset" button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.

22823 See Item #22823. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Voyager Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the "Reset" button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.
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22824 See Item #22824. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the Generic MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the "Reset" button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.

22825 See Item #228245. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Aleph MAB Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your 
local rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" 
with the template by invoking the "Reset" button at 
the bottom of the rules editor page for the specific 
PNX field. Note that if you made any changes to 
the rule, these changes will be overridden. If you 
made changes and do not want to override all the 
rules for the target PNX field, you can implement 
the changes manually by following the release 
notes.

22843 Before importing a data source, the system deletes it from the target 
environment if it exists. In some cases, the import failed because 
the data source could not be identified to be deleted. This has been 
fixed.
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Issue Number
4.8 Defect Fixes
22897 The results in the 'browse by subject' list were not sorted correctly 

when the order of terms returned from the index did not match the 
order of the display values. For example, if there were two records 
with the following browse subject fields, where $$D is the display 
value defined as part of the normalization rules and $$E is the 
indexed value: 
1. $$DAAAA$$EBBBB 
2. $$DBBBB$$EAAAA 

The correct sort order in the 'Browse by subject' is the following: 
1. Record2 
2. Record1 

However, the results were sorted in the following order: 
1. Record1 
2. Record2 

This problem has been fixed. The results in the 'browse by subject' 
list are now sorted by index value instead of by display value.

Browse Search 62880

22916 The Library Loader option in the Institution Wizard automatically 
changed the library codes to uppercase when libraries were initially 
added, but did not do so when updating the libraries. In fact, there is 
no need for library codes to be uppercase in Primo. The Library 
Loader now works the same way as the Primo UI, and the case is 
no longer changed.

Back office UI - Institutions and 
Libraries

22948 "Delete Data Source and Reload" pipes are supposed to load 
records from a harvested file and delete any records that were not 
updated by the pipe. In some cases, these types of pipes deleted 
records before the records were updated with the current 
information, causing incorrect records to be deleted. This has been 
fixed. 

Note: No special action is necessary to fix this problem for the local 
database. The missing records will be loaded the next time the pipe 
is run.

Publishing Platform - Load to 
database, Publishing Platform - 
Pipe deletion, Publishing 
Platform-Load to Database

74154
79737
85298

22949 When search terms in a deep link included an ampersand (for 
example, "cat & dog") and users displayed one of the results in full 
display, the "Back to Results" link would alter the query by dropping 
the search terms after the ampersand. This has been fixed.

API - Deep Search 13897
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22952 For searches in blended scopes that include EBSCO, clicking facets 

that were not supported by the EBSCO search API returned the 
wrong results from EBSCO. This has been fixed. For non-supported 
facets, searches are no longer sent to EBSCO. 

The following list shows the supported facets for EBSCO deep 
searches: 
- Journal title 
- Topic 
- Resource type 

In addition the search pre-filter by resource type is mapped to 
EBSCO's resource type index.

API - Deep Search 63756
78604

22969 A performance issue (high CPU usage) that was related to the 
German language stemming functionality occurred in the Primo 
Front End. This has been fixed.

80262

23012 This issue is relevant to OPAC via Primo - Requests. 

Changes to the Hold Optional Request Parameters mapping table 
did not always take effect because the system deployed the parallel 
setting for the same field (if present) in the ILL Optional Request 
Parameters mapping table. This has been fixed.

Front End - OvP

23026 If an X-Server search did not include the location, Primo used the 
institution code as the scope value. Because the scope string was 
not identical to the actual scope value in some cases, results 
differed from the identical search in the Primo Frond End. This has 
been fixed. Primo now uses the institution code as the scope only 
after finding a match in the Primo database.

API - X-Services

23043 When Browse queries were saved to the Primo statistics tables, the 
system saved the normalized form of the query instead of the 
original query. This means that the normalized form displayed in the 
Browse String Statistics report. This has been fixed so that new 
searches are saved with the original form of the query.

BO Reports

23044 The Dashboard report that displays in the Primo Back Office was 
not visible to institution-level staff. This has been fixed.

BO monitoring - Dashboard
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23085 This item is relevant to OPAC via Primo - My Account - Loans 

Paging for Alma and Voyager. 

Errors occasionally appeared in the browser when additional loans 
were fetched from the ILS. This happened due to an update process 
in which Primo updated loans that had already been fetched. This 
process has been optimized to prevent the need to update all of the 
loans and to make paging faster.

Front End - My Account

23089 This issue is relevant to OPAC via Primo > My Account > Personal 
Settings for Aleph. 

If users could change their Aleph password using Personal Settings 
in Primo, Primo would expect them to enter a password to update 
their personal details. This has been fixed.

Front End - OvP 81079

23095 This item is relevant to OPAC via Primo - Requests - Photocopy 
Request (Aleph) 

The 'request_pages' parameter has been removed from the 
Photocopy Optional Parameters mapping table. This parameter is 
mandatory and cannot be removed.

23100 In the Advanced search, the title search field box was not aligned 
properly with the other search fields when the 'starts with' value was 
selected from the drop-down list. This has been fixed by changing 
the CSS.

Front End - Look and feel

23111 The EBSCO API does not support date or language filtering. If these 
filters were selected in advanced searches that contained EBSCO 
search scopes, an "unexpected error" message displayed. This has 
been fixed to display the following dedicated error message: 

- Unsupported search filter was requested 

To customize the error message, update the following code in the 
Error messages code table: 

- default.search.error.illegal.facet.ebsco 

 Note that requests are not sent to EBSCO for blended searches. 

23127 Upgrade to Tomcat 7.0.53 to fix security issue (DOS vulnerability).
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23159 The Virtual Browse tab incorrectly displayed the Next/Previous 

options when the displayed records were at the beginning/end of the 
call number list and there were no more records to view in that 
direction. This has been fixed.

23191 In some cases the value of the call number field from the ILS was 
not a real call number, but instead it was a value such as Internet or 
Microform. This meant that many records were linked to the same 
call number (in some cases over a million), which caused 
performance issues. The system will now display up to 150 records 
that are linked to the same call number in the Browse index to 
prevent a system crash. Note that due to the need to limit the 
number of entries, the "Next" and "Previous" actions do not always 
work properly, and in the Virtual Browse (which is based on the call 
number browse list), the "Next" action may go into a loop and 
display the same records. 

If you are using these types of call numbers in your records, it is 
recommended that you create an entry for them in the call number 
browse lists. This can be done in many ways. One way is to add a 
condition in the normalization rules. For example, add the following 
condition to all rules that create browse/callnumber: 

Conditions Logic: True 
Condition 1: 
Logic: False 
Source: <field and sub-field in which call number is included> - for 
example, 949 d 
Success if : Match Current 
Routine: Check string equals string/<string> - for example, 
INTERNET

23206 The following error was included in library_server.log: 
- No bean named 'deployView' is defined 

This error was not harmful, but it was included by a deprecated 
code.The error has been removed from the log.

BO configuration - Views 
Wizard

23224 The edition in the label used for the Chicago/Turabian citation 
format has been updated to the 16th edition. The label will be 
automatically changed by the upgrade unless it was changed locally.
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23258 This item fixes the following issues with Primo Reports: 

1. The scroll bar that is used for report viewing has been fixed. 
2. The Annual Event Statistics report was not working properly and 
has been fixed.

BO Reports

23290 When an institution name, a scope name, or a user group name 
included an apostrophe (for example, St John's University), it was 
not possible to define restricted search or restricted delivery scopes. 
This has been fixed.

BO configuration - Restrictions 
and Delivery Wizard

23345 See Item #23345.
23371 Primo V4.6 added the option to filter local fields so that only local 

fields that belonged to the institution of the view displayed. The 
owning institution was added to $$I. This filtering did not work when 
the record was accessed by a Permalink and displayed all local 
fields. This has been fixed.

80932
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Item #21996
Previously, only the "Upper case every first letter" was available for use in the normalization rules editor. Now 
there are three additional transformations that can be used to change text to uppercase: 

1. "Upper case every first letter (lower case others)" --> this is the original transformation, which will be 
automatically updated during the upgrade. 
2. "Upper case every first letter" 
3. "Upper case every first letter - whitespace only (lower case others)" 
4. "Upper case every first letter - whitespace only" 

The following rules apply to the transformations: 
- Transformations 1 and 3 capitalize the first letter of each word and make sure that all others characters are 
lowercase. 
- Transformations 2 and 4 capitalize the first letter of each word, leaving the other input characters in their 
original case. 
- Transformations 1 and 2 define a word as any string separated by a space or punctuation. 
- Transformations 3 and 4 define a word as any string separated by white space only. 

In addition, all of these transformations accept a normalization mapping table name as a parameter. This 
mapping table can be used to define words that should be ignored by the transformation. The source column 
contains the word that you want to exclude, and the target column contains the transformation. The same word 
can be added to both source and target to ensure that they are not transformed at all. For example: 

Source: and 
Target: and 
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Item #22015
The 'Extract and arrange XML elements' normalization rule transformation has been added to extract child 
nodes from an XML element in a specific order when there are multiple occurrences of the XML element. The 
transformation handles every element separately. The transformation was added because it was difficult to get 
this level of control with multiple elements. 

The input to the transformation should be a simple XML structure, such as the following: 
<parent> 
<child1>data1</child1> 
<child2>data2</child2> 
<child3>data3</child3> 
</parent> 

The transformation has the following parameters (separated with @@). At least one parameter must be 
added. 
1. Output order - the order of the elements constructing the output (element name separated with ;). 
2. Delimiter string - a string delimiter to place between each element. 
3. Delete others - an indication that says whether to delete fields not specified on the output order. 
4. Delete tag names - an indication that says whether to delete tag names from the output. 

Parameters Notes: 
* At least one parameter is mandatory. 
* The order of the parameters must be retained; if any parameter is not used, the '@@" delimiter still should be 
used. For example, if the output order and delete tag names are the only ones needed, enter – 
param1@@@@@@param4. 
* To add space as a delimiter, use '\s' as the delimiter string parameter. 
* Default values for Delete others and Delete tag names parameters are false. If you want to use one of them, 
use 'D' (Delete) as the parameter value (for example, param1@@param2@@D@@D). 
* If the output order parameter is not specified and the Delete others parameter is not set to true, all data 
elements will be used in a random order and the XML order will not be preserved. 

Examples (for the XML on top): 
* chid2;child1@@\s will result in: <child2>data2</child2> <child1>data1</child1> <child3>data3</data3> 
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IN #22524
Customers using the Talis RTA program as a locally-installed plugin should enable the out-of-the-box plugin: 

1. Disable the existing RTA plugin from the Plugins mapping table. 
2. Disable all the parameters defined for the plugin in the Plugin parameters mapping table. 
3. Make sure that the TalisRTAPlugin RTA Plugin program is enabled in the Plugins mapping table. 
4. Add all necessary parameters to the TalisRTAPlugin in the Plugins parameters mapping table. Note that the 
out-of-the-box value for the SourceSystem' parameter is Talis. Change the value to the source system you 
have in the control/sourcesystem field in the PNX records harvested from Talis (It may be Other.). 
5. Deploy the RTA Configuration option on the Deploy All page. 

The Talis RTA Plugin has the following parameters: 

* IdentifierXPath – the out-of-the-box value is 'record/control/sourcerecordid' 
* SourceSystem – the out-of-the-box value is 'Talis' 

The following parameters have not been added to the mapping table out of the box, but they can be added 
locally: 

* Debug (true/false). This parameter adds additional details to the library_server log. The default is 'false'. 
* Location (text) – this is a default location required by the Talis RTA API. The default is 'Main%20Catalogue' 
* LibraryCodes (Primo mapping table) - The mapping table for used to map Talis source library codes to Primo 
Library codes. The default is 'ILS Library Codes'. 
* Timeout (in milliseconds) - Connection time out for Talis RTA requests. The default is 1000. 
* KillNonWords (true/false) – This parameter can be used to normalize the location in the Talis response. It 
replaces spaces with an underscore and strips all characters except for digits, letters, and underscores. The 
default is 'false'. 
* ToUpper (true/false) - This parameter can be used to normalize the location in the Talis response. It convert 
the location to uppercase. The default is false. 
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Item #22810
The following changes were made to the Aleph danMARC2 normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field:display/availlibrary 
Note: It is required to be able to use Aleph priorities defined for locations. For more information, see the 
Location Priority for Aleph and Voyager (V4.8) section in the Primo Version 4.x Highlights document. 
Description: Added a rule at end to create $$P from $$p AVA/949, which contains the priority of the location. 
2. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create Metadata Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. See also #22807, 
which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping table. This is relevant if your local data includes this 
resource type. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
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Item #22811
The following changes were made to the Aleph KORMARC normalization rules template: 
1. 
Field: display/availlibrary 
Note: This is required if you want to control the order of the Primo locations based on the priority defined in 
Aleph. For more information, see the Location Priority for Aleph and Voyager (V4.8) section in the Primo 
Version 4.x Highlights document. 
Description: 
A rule was added at the end to create $$P from AVA $$p, which contains the priority of the location. 

2. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create Metadata Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. See also #22807, 
which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping table. This is relevant if your local data includes this 
resource type. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
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Item #22812
The following changes were made to the Aleph MARC normalization mapping table: 

1. 
Field: display/availlibrary 
Note: This is required if you want to control the order of the Primo locations based on the priority defined in 
Aleph. For more information, see the Location Priority for Aleph and Voyager (V4.8) section in the Primo 
Version 4.x Highlights document. 
Description: 
A rule was added at the end to create $$P from AVA $$p, which contains the priority of the location. 

2. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create Metadata Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. See also #22807, 
which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping table. This is relevant if your local data includes this 
resource type. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 

3. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: This is recommended if the relevant fields contain subfield 0 with the authority record ID. 
Description: Subfield 0 has been excluded from the source of the rules for the tags 130, 240, 440, 730, and 
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Item #22813
The following changes were made to the Aleph UNIMARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: display/availlibrary 
Note: This is required if you want to control the order of the Primo locations based on the priority defined in 
Aleph. For more information, see the Location Priority for Aleph and Voyager (V4.8) section in the Primo 
Version 4.x Highlights document. 
Description: 
A rule was added at the end to create $$P from AVA $$p, which contains the priority of the location. 

2. Many fields were updated to improve support for Browse, including the display of cross-references. For 
more details, refer to the Support Browse in Normalization Rules section in the Primo Version 4.x Highlights 
document. 

3. 
Field display/creator 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The rule for field 710 1_ (first indicator=1) – corporate body name – Meeting - has been added. 
The field was missing in the original template. 

4. 
Field display/contributor 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The rule for field 701 – personal Name Alternative intellectual responsibility has been added. 

5. 
Field display/contributor 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The rule for field 711 1_(first indicator=1) – corporate body name- Meeting – Alternative intellectual 
responsibility - has been added. 
The field was missing in the original template 

6. 
Field display/contributor 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The rule for field 712 1_(first indicator=1) – corporate body name- Meeting –Secondary intellectual 
responsibility - has been added. 
The field was missing in the original template 

7. 
Field search/creator/contributor 
Note: recommended 
Description: 
Rules for searching fields based on 701 and 711 have been added. 
In addition, a rule that copies the content of display/creator and display/contributor has been added. 

8. 
Field facets/toplevel 
Note: recommended 
Description: 
A rule for the creation of the ‘Available in the library’ top-level facet has been created. 
This rule is based on the AVA subfield e. If its content is available or check_holdings, the ‘available’ constant is 
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9. 
Field facets/creator/contributor 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The rule for field 710 1_(first indicator=1) – corporate body name- Meeting –Primary intellectual responsibility - 
has been added. 
This field was missing in the original template 

10. 
Field facets/creator/contributor 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The rule for field 711 1_(first indicator=1) – corporate body name - Meeting – Alternative intellectual 
responsibility - has been added. 
This field was missing in the original template 

11. 
Field Field facets/creator/contributor 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The rule for field 712 1_(first indicator=1) – corporate body name- Meeting –Secondary intellectual 
responsibility - has been added. 
This field was missing in the original template 

12. 
Field Additional data / Corporate Author 
Note: recommended 
Description: 
Fields 710 1_ and 711 1 have been added.
13. 
Field Additional data / Additional Author 
Note: recommended 
Description: 
Moreover field 712 1_ has been added. 
14. 
Field Search / Additional title 
Note:recommended 
Description: 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 410 $a, $e, $i (series) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 421 $a, $e (supplement) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 422 $a, $e (parent of supplement) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 423 $a, $e (Issued with Preceding entries) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 430 $a, $e (Continues) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 431 $a, $e (continues in part) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 432 $a, $e (Supersedes) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 433 $a, $e (Supersedes in part) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 434 $a, $e (Absorbed) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 435 $a, $e (Absorbed in part) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 436 $a, $e (Formed by merger of) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 437 $a, $e (Separated from) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 440 $a, $e (Continued by) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 441 $a, $e (Continued in part by) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 442 $a, $e (Superseded by) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 443 $a, $e (Superseded in part by) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 444 $a, $e (Absorbed by) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 445 $a, $e (Absorbed in part by) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 446 $a, $e (Split into) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 447 $a, $e (Merged with xxx to form) 
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Add rule to search into source unimarc field 448 $a, $e (Changed back to) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 451 $a, $e (Other edition in same medium) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 452 $a, $e (Other edition in a different medium) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 453 $a, $e (Translated as) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 454 $a, $e (Translated of) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 455 $a, $e (Reproduction of) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 456 $a, $e (Reproduced as) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 470 $a, $e (Item reviewed) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 481 $a, $e (Also bound with this volume) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 482 $a, $e (Bound with) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 488 $a, $e (Other related works) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 501 $a (Collective uniform title) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 510 $a $e (Parallel title proper) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 512 $a $e (Cover title) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 517 $a $e (Other variant titles) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 518 $a $e (Title in Standard modern spelling) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 531 $a $e (Abbreviated title) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 532 $a $e (Expanded title) 
Add rule to search into source unimarc field 545 $a $e (Section title) 

15. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create Metadata Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. See also #22807, 
which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping table. This is relevant if your local data includes this 
resource type. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR 

16. 
Fields display/lds30, lds31, lds32 & search/lsr30, lsr31, lsr32 
Note: Optional. These fields can be used if you have linked records from Aleph with PLK data in which 
subfields m and n are used. Note that the "Use local fields 30-39 as lateral links' parameter in General 
Configuration - Installation must be defined as Y. This is the default value. In hosted environments the 
parameter is enabled. 
Description: 
Rules for the display lateral links based on use of UP/DOWN/PAR type links in the PLK field have been added. 
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Item #22815
The following changes were made to the Alma MARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: display/type 
Note: Recommended. This rule creates the 'database' resource type based on the ECT field. 
Description: The following rules was added as the first first rule: 
Source: MARC/ECT a 
Conditions logic: true 
Condition1: 
Logic: true 
Source: MARC/ECT a 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: 
Lower case 
Check string equals string/database 
Transformation; 
Write constant/database 
Action: OR 

2. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create Metadata Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. This is relevant if 
your local data includes this resource type. See also #22807, which includes changes in the Metadata Type 
mapping table. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR 

3. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: This is recommended if the relevant fields contain subfield 0 with the authority record ID. 
Description: Subfield 0 has been excluded from the source of the rules for the tags 130, 240, 440, 730, and 
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Item #22816
The following changes were made to the DigiTool DC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: search/enddate 
Note: Recommended. The rules for this field were missing from the template. They are required for proper 
date interval searching. 
Description: The following rules were added: 
Action: OR 
Rule 1: 
Source: XML/dc:date 
Transformations: 
Format year/9 
Complete end date 

Rule 2: 
Source: XML/dcterms:created 
Transformations: 
Format year/9 
Complete end date 

Rule 3: 
Source: XML/dcterms:dateCopyrighted 
Transformations: 
Format year/9 
Complete end date 

2. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise,it will default to a book. See also #22807, 
which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping table. This is relevant if your local data includes this 
Description: The following rule was added as the first rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR
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Item #22817
The following changes were made to the DigiTool MARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type = 'journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to a book. This is relevant if 
your local data includes this resource type. See also #22807, which includes changes in the Metadata Type 
mapping table. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR 

2. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: This is recommended if the relevant fields contain subfield 0 with the authority record ID. 
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Item #22820
The following changes were made to the Generic UNIMARC normalization rules template: 
1. 
Field display/creator 
Note: Recommended. 
Description: 
The rule for field 710 1_ (first indicator=1) – corporate body name – Meeting - has been added. This field was 
missing in the original template. 

2. 
Field display/contributor 
Note: Recommended. 
Description: 
The rule for field 701 – personal Name Alternative intellectual responsibility has been added. This field was 
missing in the original template 

3. 
Field display/contributor 
Note: Recommended. 
Description: 
The rule for field 711 1_(first indicator=1) – corporate body name- Meeting – Alternative intellectual 
responsibility - has been added. This field was missing in the original template 

4. 
Field display/contributor 
Note: Recommended. 
Description: 
The rule for field 712 1_(first indicator=1) – corporate body name- Meeting –Secondary intellectual 
responsibility - has been added. This field was missing in the original template 

5. 
Field search/creator/contributor 
Note: recommended. 
Description: 
Rules for searching fields based on 701 and 711 have been added. 
Moreover, a rule that copies the content of display/creator and display/contributor has been added 

6. 
Field browse/author 
Note: recommended. 
Description: 
Some of the rules have been adjusted in order to create the elements required for the browse functionality. 
Added the $$E element. This rule was missing. 

7. 
Field browse/subject 
Note: recommended 
Description: 
Some of the rules have been adjusted in order to create the elements required for the browse functionality. 
Added the $$E element This rule was missing. 
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8. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type ='journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to 'book'. This is relevant if your 
local data includes this resource type. See also #22807, which includes changes in the Metadata Type 
mapping table. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR 

9. 
Field: links/linkstotoc 
Note: This is recommended if your institution subscribes to Table of Contents from Syndetics. 
Description: The source of the second rule was changed from 327 to 010 because the link to Syndetics is 
based on the ISBN. 

10. 
Field: links/linkstoabsract 
Note: This is recommended if your institution subscribes to Abstracts from Syndetics. 
Description: The source of the rule was changed from 020 to 010 because the link to Syndetics is based on the 
ISBN. 

11. 
Field: links/linkstoexcerpt 
Note: This is recommended if your institution subscribes to Excerpts from Syndetics. 
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Item #22821
The following changes were made to the SFX normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type ='journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to 'book'. This is relevant if your 
local data includes this resource type. See also #22807, which includes changes in the Metadata Type 
mapping table. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR 

2. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: This is recommended if the relevant fields contain subfield 0 with the authority record ID. 
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Item #22822
The following changes were made to the Unicorn normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type ='journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to 'book'. This is relevant if your 
local data includes this resource type. See also #22807, which includes changes in the Metadata Type 
mapping table. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR 

2. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: This is recommended if the relevant fields contain subfield 0 with the authority record ID. 
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Item #22823
The following changes were made to the Voyager normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: display/availlibrary 
Note: This is required if you want to control the order of the Primo locations based on the priority defined in 
Voyager. For more information, see the Location Priority for Aleph and Voyager (V4.8) section in the Primo 
Version 4.x Highlights document. 
Description: 
A rule was added at the end to create $$P from 949 $$p, which contains the priority of the location. 

2. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type ='journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to 'book'. See also #22807, 
which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping table. This is relevant if your local data includes this 
resource type. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 

3. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: This is recommended if the relevant fields contain subfield 0 with the authority record ID. 
Description: Subfield 0 has been excluded from the source of the rules for the tags 130, 240, 440, 730, and 
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Item #22824
The following changes were made to the Generic MARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type ='journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to 'book'. This is relevant if your 
local data includes this resource type. See also #22807, which includes changes to the Metadata Type 
mapping table. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
Action: OR 

2. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: This is recommended if the relevant fields contain subfield 0 with the authority record ID 
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Item #22825
The following changes were made to the Aleph MAB normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: display/availlibrary 
Note: This is required if you want to control the order of the Primo locations based on the priority defined in 
Aleph. For more information, see the Location Priority for Aleph and Voyager (V4.8) section in the Primo 
Version 4.x Highlights document. 
Description: 
A rule was added at the end to create $$P from AVA $$p, which contains the priority of the location. 

2. 
Field: addata/metadata 
Note: Optional. An additional rule was added to create the Metadata Type ='journal' if the resource type is 
'conference_proceeding' and the record has an ISSN. Otherwise, it will default to 'book'. See also #22807, 
which includes changes in the Metadata Type mapping table. This is relevant if your local data includes this 
resource type. 
Description: The following rule was added as the second rule: 
Source: PNX display/type 
Conditions logic: true 
Conditions relation: And 
Condition1 
Logic: true 
Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Check if string equals string/conference_proceeding 
Condition2: 
Logic: true 
Source: search/issn 
Success if: Match last 
Validation: Input exists 
Transformation Write constant/journal 
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Item #23345
Added several data elements from the item records that are displayed by Primo in the Locations tab, which are 
returned by the ILS when OPAC via Primo is in use. 

The following hidden elements have been added under the <div> element with the "EXLLocationTableActions" 
class: 

<div class="EXLLocationTableActions"> 
<span class="EXLLocationTableActionsLabel">Select Request Option: </span> 
<input class="EXLLocationItemId" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationItemCategoryCode" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationMainLocationCode" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationSecondaryLocationCode" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationItemLoanStatus" type="hidden" value="f"> 
<input class="EXLLocationItemStatusCode" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationProcessingStatus" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationItemMaterial" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationItemBarcode" type="hidden" value=""> 
<input class="EXLLocationCallNumber" type="hidden" value=""> 
<div class="EXLLocationTableActionsMenu"> 
</div> 

A description for each element and their mapping from the Aleph and Voyager DLF response is as follows: 
EXLLocationItemId - The ID of the item record. 
- Aleph: Aleph ADM library code + ADM record ID + item sequence. For example: PRM50001855894000010. 
- Voyager- The item record ID. For example: 695. 
EXLLocationItemCategoryCode - The code of the item category. 
- Aleph: Item status code (z30-item-status-code) 
Voyager: Item type code (typeCode) 
EXLLocationMainLocationCode – The code of the main location 
- Aleph: Sublibrary code (z30-sublibrary-code) 
EXLLocationSecondaryLocationCode – The code of the secondary location. 
- Aleph: Collection code (z30-collection-code) 
- Voyager: N/A 
EXLLocationItemLoanStatus – The loan status of the item. 
- Aleph: loan status (status) 
- Voyager: loan status (itemStatus) 
EXLLocationItemStatusCode – The item category name. 
- Aleph: item status name (z30-item-status) 
- Voyager: item typename (typeDesc) 
EXLLocationProcessingStatus – The item processing status code. 
- Aleph: item processing status (z30-item-process-status-code) 
- Voyager: N/A 
EXLLocationItemMaterial – The item material type. 
- Aleph: item material type (z30-material) 
- Voyager: item media type (mediaType) 
EXLLocationItemBarcode – The item barcode. 
- Aleph: (z30-barcode) 
- Voyager: (itemBarcode) 
EXLLocationCallNumber – The item call number. 
- Aleph: (z30-call-no) 
- Voyager: (callNumber) 
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